
 

 

 
 

OMER 5776 
 
The week of HESED -- compassion, kindness, flowing love.  This week 
we will try some different ways to bring nourishment and kindness into 
our days. 
 
DAY ONE -- 4/23 HESED of HESED -- Maimonides says that hesed 
specifically means giving tzedaka to people who have done nothing in 
particular to deserve it.  Give a gift in this spirit. 
DAY TWO -- 4/24  GEVURAH of HESED -- Take account (heshbon 
ha-nefesh) of how you are and are not generous to others. 
DAY THREE -- 4/25  TIFERET of HESED -- Bring art or music to a 
situation that could use beautifying (hiddur.) 
DAY FOUR -- 4/26  NETZACH of HESED -- Go beyond the letter of 
the law (lifnim mi-shurat ha-din) to be more generous than strictly 
necessary. 
DAY FIVE -- 4/27 HOD of HESED -- Make a point of saying thank you 
(todah rabbah) to someone who has been good to you. 
DAY SIX -- 4/28  YESOD of HESED -- Contemplate the goodness 
which makes your life possible.  Offer a silent, spoken or sung 
halleluyah. 
DAY SEVEN -- 4/29  MALCHUT of HESED -- Share and bless bread 
(even gluten-free!)  Say ha-motzi with your guests. 
 
 
The week of  GEVURAH-- strength, rigor.  This week we explore 
limits, boundaries, differentiations. 
 
DAY EIGHT -- 4/30 HESED of GEVURAH -- Speak truth (emet) to 
power. 
DAY NINE -- 5/1  GEVURAH of GEVURAH -- Discuss an ethical 
dilemma with someone as your study partner (hevruta) and come to a 
reasoned decision. 
DAY TEN -- 5/2  TIFERET of GEVURAH -- Contemplate the idea of 
m’lo kol ha-aretz k’vo-do -- the whole earth is filled with divine glory. 
DAY ELEVEN -- 5/3 NETZACH of GEVURAH -- Support an effort to 
say NO to something unjust (tzedek -- justice.) 



 

 

DAY TWELVE -- 5/4 HOD of GEVURAH -- Try to graciously accept 
not getting your way (anavah -- humility) 
DAY THIRTEEN -- 5/5 YESOD of GEVURAH -- Refrain from 
something which is unhelpful (lo ta’aseh -- “Thou shalt not...” 
DAY FOURTEEN -- 5/6 MALCHUT of GEVURAH -- Honor Shabbat 
in a traditional or non-traditional way. 
 
 
The week of TIFERET-- beauty, balance.   This week we look for 
ways to elevate and center what we do and perceive. 
 
DAY FIFTEEN -- 5/7 HESED of TIFERET -- Contemplate something 
beautiful about your mother or grandmothers (imahot) 
DAY SIXTEEN -- 5/8 GEVURAH of TIFERET -- Try to see something 
in a balanced way (hakhlatah sh’kalah) 
DAY SEVENTEEN -- 5/9 TIFERET of TIFERET -- Notice (t’somet lev) 
beauty.  
DAY EIGHTEEN -- 5/10   NETZACH of TIFERET -- Consider the 
power of art, literature and music to inspire change in the world 
(tikkun olam)  
DAY NINETEEN -- 5/11 HOD of TIFERET -- Try to sense the Divine 
spark (nitzutzHashem) in something that seems un-beautiful 
DAY TWENTY -- 5/12 YESOD of TIFERET -- Contemplate the idea 
that you are created in God’s image (b’tzelem Elohim.) 
DAY TWENTY-ONE -- 5/13 MALCHUT of TIFERET -- Bring pleasure 
this Shabbat (oneg Shabbat) by wearing, cooking, singing...something 
beautiful. 
 
 
 
The week of NETZACH -- power, conquest.  This week we use our 
energy to accomplish good. 
 
DAY TWENTY-TWO -- 5/14 HESED of NETZACH -- Help (ta’a’zor, 
ezra) someone do something they can’t do on their own. 
DAY TWENTY-THREE -- 5/15 GEVURAH of NETZACH -- Keep a 
commitment (neder, vow.) 
DAY TWENTY-FOUR --  5/16 TIFERET of NETZACH -- Discern 
(hiv’khin) whether more or less energy is called for in a situation. 



 

 

DAY TWENTY-FIVE -- 5/17  NETZACH of NETZACH -- Be a 
warrior (khayil) for good. 
DAY TWENTY-SIX -- 5/18  HOD of NETZACH -- Let someone else 
take the lead (be the rosh.) 
DAY TWENTY-SEVEN -- 5/19  YESOD of NETZACH -- Contemplate 
what gives you power (ko’akh) in life 
DAY TWENTY-EIGHT -- 5/20  MALCHUT of NETZACH -- Light 
Shabbat candles (tadlik ner shel Shabbat.) 
 
 
The week of HOD--thankfulness, surrender, humility.   This week we 
express gratitude, praise and deference. 
 
DAY TWENTY-NINE -- 5/21  HESED of HOD -- Offer praise 
(shevach) to someone. 
DAY THIRTY -- 5/22  GEVURAH of HOD -- Hold on strongly to kind 
thoughts (makhshavot tovot) even if tempted otherwise. 
DAY THIRTY-ONE -- 5/23  TIFERET of HOD -- Show honor (kavod) 
to someone in a beautiful way. 
DAY THIRTY-TWO -- 5/24  NETZACH of HOD -- Allow gratitude 
(hoda’ah) to overtake negativity. 
DAY THIRTY-THREE (LAG B’OMER) -- 5/25  HOD of HOD -- Take 
an opportunity for silence (sh’tikah.) 
DAY THIRTY-FOUR -- 5/26  YESOD of HOD -- Observe some 
aspect of the world which brings you to awe (yir’ah.)  
DAY THIRTY-FIVE -- 5/27  MALCHUT of HOD -- Sing praise (shir!) 
 
 
The week of YESOD -- foundation, blueprint, plan.  This week we 
note and explore the web of relationships in which we live. 
 
DAY THIRTY-SIX -- 5/28  HESED of YESOD -- Notice some of the 
fixed things (kevah) in your life that bring stability. 
DAY THIRTY-SEVEN -- 5/29  GEVURAH of YESOD -- Organize 
(m’sader) something which is chaotic. 
DAY THIRTY-EIGHT -- 5/30  TIFERET of YESOD -- Make a good plan 
(tokhnit.) 
DAY THIRTY-NINE -- 5/31  NETZACH of YESOD -- Repair 
something which is broken (tikkun sh’virah.) 



 

 

DAY FORTY -- 6/1  HOD of YESOD -- Do something properly 
(nakhon.) 
DAY FORTY-ONE -- 6/2  YESOD of YESOD -- Contribute to 
something which keeps the community (k’hilah) intact. 
DAY FORTY-TWO -- 6/3    MALCHUT of YESOD -- Notice Shabbat 
entering at sundown. 
 
 
 
The week of MALCHUT -- the present moment, this world.   This 
week we reflect on the everyday relationships and interactions of life. 
 
DAY FORTY-THREE -- 6/4  HESED of MALCHUT -- Do something 
helpful (ma’asim tovim -- good deeds.) 
DAY FORTY-FOUR -- 6/5  GEVURAH of MALCHUT -- Honor and 
bless the ways in which you and others are limited (khoser.) 
DAY FORTY-FIVE -- 6/6 TIFERET of MALCHUT -- Enjoy something 
practical (stam.) 
DAY FORTY-SIX -- 6/7  NETZACH of MALCHUT -- Honor struggle 
(riv.) 
DAY FORTY-SEVEN -- 6/8  HOD of MALCHUT -- Reach out to 
someone you have hurt (teshuvah.) 
DAY FORTY-EIGHT -- 6/9 YESOD of MALCHUT -- Consider offering 
a blessing  (b’rakhah) for some aspect of daily life. 
DAY FORTY-NINE -- 6/10  MALCHUT of MALCHUT -- Set a table 
for Queen Shabbat (Shabbat ha-malkah.) 
 
SHAVUOT -- 6/11-12 (Leil tikkun Shavuot will be on the night of 
6/11.) 


